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Turn bolts anti clockwise 
after putting bracket over 
"part" & secure firmly 

6
B.

Hexagon key

  

65m/m(2.5")

Fasten bolts (X4) 
firmly to cylinder 
by hexagon key
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This stool requires a limited amount 
of assembly.
Please read the instructions enclosed:
 
Assembly Instructions
 

1. Attach wheels 1  onto base 2

2. Insert gas cylinder 3  into base 2

3. Place rubber ring 4  onto gas cylinder 3

4. Place "Part" 5  onto gas cylinder 3  with 
    about 65m/m(2.5")distance from top end 
    of cylinder and tighten bolts (    see index A) 
    to secure "Part" and cylinder stay firmly
5. Put arm support bracket(L+R) 6  onto 
    "Part" 5  and turn the bolts(    see index B) 
    anti clockwise(back out directions) to 
    secure the arm support bracket stay firmly 
    with "Part"
6. Snap arm pads 16  into tubular arms(L+R) 13

7. Insert tubular arm 13  into arm support 
    bracket 6

8. Use handwheels knob 8  to adjust the
    desired height
9. Attach seat 7  onto gas cylinder 3  and 
    make sure the seat right on the center 
    position between the two(L+R) tubular arms
10. Insert the stop screws 12  onto the oval tube 
    upright after the back 17  is inserted into the 
    seat mechanism
11. More detailed assembly instruction with 
    illustration state on users manuel
12. Stool function adjustment please see on the
    reverse
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Stool Function Adjustments
 

Seat Height
The height of the seat may be adjusted by pulling 
height adjustment lever 9 upwards and by 
appying/removing pressure on the seat until the 
required height is attained.
 

Seat Tilt
Seat with 5 degrees of forward tilt and 6 degrees 
rearward by pushing handle lever 10 downwards 
to "free float" the tilt and pull upwards to re-lock 
until the ideal working positions is attained.
 

Back Movement
Back with 10 degrees forward movement and 14
degrees rearward by pushing handle lever 18 downwards 
to "free float" the movement and pulling upwards to 
re-lock when the required position is attained.
 

Back Height
The height of the back may be adjusted by loosening 
adjustment knob 11 and sliding the upright tube up/down
and held in place by hand tightening adjustment knob 11 .
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